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Section I:
Current Technology

To Begin I would like to analyze some acronyms and what I think are 
misconceptions about GPS… For more in-depth information there is a great 
online tutorial by Novatel that can be found here: 
https://www.novatel.com/an-introduction-to-gnss/chapter-1-gnss-overview/

• GPS means the Global Positioning System, while GNSS means Global 
Navigation Satellite Systems (plural). There are (4) different constellations in 
GNSS at the time of this paper:

• GPS (Up to 32 satellites operated by the US Government) 
• Galilieo (30 Satellites in Operational System by the European Union)
• Glonass (30 Operational Satellites by the Russian government)
• Beidou ( 30 orbital satellites, plus 5+ Regional satellites in operation by 

the Chinese government.)

It is the vast number of satellites available that make the modern GNSS 
receivers so much more productive than older generation equipment. This can 
also impact accuracy as we will see further on.

• SBAS (Satellite Broadcast Augmentation Systems)… Formerly just WAAS or 
Wide Area Augmentation System. WAAS has been in place since the late 90’s 
as a valid form of Differential GPS, however around 2014 the WAAS system 
went through some major upgrades; including more satellites to increase 
coverage, integration with other systems like EGNOS and MSAS and most 
importantly for the Asteri X3… dual frequency operations. In short, this is 
what has allowed us to see such amazing results with the new receivers 
without the need to post-process every position. However, it is still a real 
time DGPS system and has limitations. Below is a status graphic of the new 
coverage area of SBAS:
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• RTK Networks (Real Time-Kinematic). The idea of RTK is not new, survey 
grade systems have been performing carrier phase measurements for years. 
However, RTK networks are becoming more and more popular and the Asteri 
X2 and X3 systems are poised to leverage this technology. Through an 
internet based protocol called NTRIP (Networked Transport of Real-Time 
correction via Internet Protocol), the X2 and X3 can leverage corrections 
down to centimeters of accuracy. This accuracy is of course still affected by 
the type of antenna, lock on satellites, network coverage and of course data 
availability. RTK networks are not available in all areas and are typically 
private networks (NOT owned or maintained by Tri-Global), and users must 
coordinate connection to them with the RTK network administrator. A pretty 
good list of networks can now be found in GPS World: 
http://gpsworld.com/finally-a-list-of-public-rtk-base-stations-in-the-u-s/

• HDOP, PDOP, TDOP… A DOP was a Dilution Of Precision. The identifier at the 
beginning of the Acronym identified the type of Dilution. H (Horizontal), P ( 
Positional), T (Time), etc… Dilution of Precision was a critical indicator with 
early GPS only systems. The reason being was if you only had 4-5 satellites in 
view, there could be entire times of day that the satellites would determine 
their position poorly because all of the satellites were bunched up overhead. 
With the modern GNSS lay out those times are virtually eliminated, so we 
have stopped filtering on DOP and relying on it as a critical indicator of 
accuracy. Instead, we have started analyzing the Estimated Ellipsoidal errors 
instead. 

• Ellipsoidal Error. An ellipsoid is the model of the earth that GPS uses to 
simulate the shape of the world. As we all know, the world is not perfectly 
round, nor is it a perfect ellipse… so the model that we use is critical in the 
determination of true accuracy (Especially when projecting to a Geoid in 
determination of elevation). Here is a good article from ESRI on this subject: 
http://www.esri.com/news/arcuser/0703/geoid1of3.html. UtiliPad utilizes a 1 
Sigma representation of Ellipsoidal Error (Also known as Standard Deviation). 
This is the best method we have to determine how accurate our points are. It 
is technically a statistical accuracy, stating that our accuracy should be within 
a certain value. In UtiliPad we display both Horizontal and Vertical separately. 
It is also important to understand, that these accuracy values are only as good 
as the model that you choose to utilize when projecting to the Earth… So, if 
you use an improper Datum or Projection to analyze the data, a 1 foot 
accurate point could still be off 1000’s of feet from a reference point.
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Section II:
Questions of Asteri Accuracy vs. Conventional Techniques

A number of questions have been raised about the accuracy of Asteri receivers 
vs. older technology and processes. Most of these questions have been raised 
in connection with comparisons against Trimble GeoExplorer technology, as this 
is the most well known mapping product on the market. I would further state 
that for years, the GeoExplorer has arguably been the most accurate and 
“best” product available as well.

Even though newer GNSS receivers (as described in section I) now have a 
huge number of satellites to choose from… GNSS receivers are still line of sight 
systems. These systems depend on determining timing from satellite signals 
being broadcast at 1.5GHz. These signals (due to their high frequency) travel 
in a “straight” line from satellite to receiver at approximately the speed of 
light; therefore need to have a clear view of the sky to be received. This is why 
all true “Accuracy” tests are done over survey monuments in an open 
environment. However, we do not work in perfect environments, so we wanted 
to develop a test that would show how the Asteri X2 and X3 perform in adverse 
conditions compared to a GeoExplorer 7x and 2008 model. 

We further wanted to dispel another very prevalent myth about GPS, which is 
that rain and cloud cover will affect your GPS accuracy. This is why we chose to 
collect on a rainy and very humid Georgia summer day when hardwood tree 
canopy would be at its worst. When we say “clear view of the sky”, we are 
referring to physical obstructions, not cloud cover. Atmospheric conditions will 
“refract” the GPS signal adding inaccuracy into the timing, but are never 
enough to “reflect” signal. In fact this is such a prevalent myth that there are 
whole web pages dedicated to this subject, but scientific sites will only address 
“Space” weather or high elevation Tropospheric and Atmospheric distortion: 
http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/impacts/space-weather-and-gps-systems. 
Atmospheric error is one reason it is critical to apply some sort of Differential 
correction to your data collection. In the test we designed, we will be using 
SBAS only.

Tree canopy (and in particular wet tree canopy) can reflect signal and is a 
significant source of what we call “multipath” interference. This is why we 
chose to collect data over a stretch of road with varying multipath conditions. 
We will analyze (3) portions of this collection, as shown on the next page in 
varying levels of Open, Moderate and Sever multipath conditions. For further 
discussion, our Geos are set to “Stream Stations” while our Asteri data is 
collected with the preferred “Location” method.

http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/impacts/space-weather-and-gps-systems
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Section III:
Collection Test

Area of Analysis 1: OPEN

Definition: at least 50 foot 
clearance to all obstructions. 
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Area of Analysis 2: 
Moderate

Definition: Some obstructions, 
over collection path… 
However 1 side of the horizon 
usually remains unobstructed

Area of Analysis 3: Severe

Definition: Heavy hardwood canopy on both sides of the road.  
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Area 1 – OPEN

During this test, we will analyze (5) Different collections:
• GeoExplorer 2008 level data
• GeoExplorer 7x with Floodlight and Hstar data
• Asteri X3 with External Antenna data
• Asteri X2 with Integrated Antenna on the Armband
• Asteri X2 with Integrated Antenna (held in the hand like a Geo)

I believe the reason for the (2) Asteri X2 tests will become apparent as we 
analyze the data. The thing that is obvious in this image, is that all of the 
collections fall in perfectly with each other in an open environment. The lines 
are within (2) feet of each other in the worst case. Further, they fall in with 
the imagery with less than a foot accuracy (as seen in comparing the X3 
Data). Due to the Dual Frequency antenna and extremely precise SBAS error 
reported with the X3 this and the imagery will be our “Knowns” for this test. It 
is obvious that even during a rainy day, that that all receivers are capable of 
less than 1 meter accuracy in a “clear view of the sky”.
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Area 2 – Moderate

In Analysis area 2, the Asteri X3 Lines still match up perfectly with the 
imagery on both sides of the street. The accuracy reports for most points 
were still within 1 foot.

If we add in the 2008 Geo data, the multipath error is beginning to cause 
errors in the lines… Plus there are entire areas the 2008 Geo was not able to 
collect due to too few satellites being available. This really highlights the 
difference between the GPS only receivers and the GNSS receivers!
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Area 2 – Moderate Cont.

When we look at the GNSS Geo7x, the Floodlight technology actually does a 
great job. However, there are a couple areas where even the Floodlight 
technology can’t compare to our X3 “SureTrac” technology.

Below we analyze the (2) Asteri X2 collections. The one called Armband 
begins to show significant Multipath distortion in one area (Incidentally, the 
same region where the 2008 Geo can’t collect). However, the one called 
Handheld stays sub-meter with the X3 (actually outperforming the Geo7x 
data).



Area 3 – Severe

In the severe region… the Geo2008 once again can’t perform. There are entire 
gaps in the collection. Even the Asteri X3 shows some sign of distortion in the 
bottom of the hardwood creek, however measuring the deflection, it is still 
less than 3 feet… Yielding “sub-meter” or better results.

Adding in the Geo7x data, you can see that even the Geo7x begins to show 
error from the severe multipath. However, floodlight still does a great job 
yielding what we estimate is 5-6 foot error at the worst points.
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Area 3 – Severe

When we look at the Asteri X2 on the Armband… We can see that in the 
severe multipath area, there is significant distortion. The worst distortion was 
as much as 15 feet from our known. It is clear that not having a dual 
frequency antenna like the Geo7 and Asteri, and not having any other filtering 
like Floodlight or SureTrac will cause distortions from multipath.

Asteri X2 (Handheld) falls in much closer though… Even in severe canopy. The 
worst accuracy is 6-8 feet from our known, much closer to the Geo7 accuracy. 
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Section IV:
Analysis of UtiliPad and Asteri Centric Concerns

I will speak to specific concerns with using the Asteri receivers… However, I 
think our analysis can be summed up in two words: Antenna Placement!

The best data that was collected by far was the Asteri X3 receiver. I attribute 
this to (3) factors:

1. A dual Frequency receiver, applying dual frequency SBAS corrections to 
yield sub-foot results in open and sub-meter results in canopied 
environment.

2. A high gain, external antenna that removed the majority of multipath 
signal and allowed the antenna to see satellites that were not obstructed 
by the human body.

3. “SureTrac” technology that applies an algorithm to correct data even when 
SBAS acquisition is momentarily lost (Similar to Floodlight).

The absolute worst data collected was by far the 2008 Geo. Not only was it 
severely affected by multipath, but there were entire sections it was unable to 
collect. We have heard feedback from users evaluating the Asteri receiver line, 
that they thought 2008 Geos tracked satellites better than the Asteri. I think 
we can say without a doubt that this is completely debunked. The 2008 Geo is 
based on technology that is over 10 years old now. It simply can not keep up 
with these modern receivers.

As we expected… The Geo7x did an extremely good job. The problem with the 
Geo7 (in our eyes) is not that the receiver is poor by any means. The issue is 
one of cost and of operating system. It is running on a Windows Mobile 6.5 
architecture that was made obsolete by Microsoft in 2015. Further; cost for a 
Geo7x with Floodlight and Hstar is almost $9000 ($15K for the centimeter 
edition). Cost for an X3 is $6995 and $3995 for the X2. This is a significant 
cost savings over the Geo product line. 

Most importantly are the Asteri X2 results. This test has made very clear 
something that we at Tri-Global have stressed for years… The placement of 
your GPS antenna is critical. It is obvious that while the Asteri Armband idea 
works well in a clear view of the sky; in severe multipath conditions using the 
armband allows the human body to obstruct satellites that are critical to 
accurate operation. This essentially negates the benefit of having the GNSS 
system! Yet, simply holding the Asteri out in front of the body with the iPhone 
(similar to how you would hold a Geo), allows the satellites to be received and 
accurate data to be collected.
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Section IV Cont.:
Asteri Comments or Concerns Addressed:

1) There is no correction necessary with the Asteri:
1 Answer) That is absolutely incorrect. There is a misunderstanding out 
there about what differential correction is. SBAS as described in the 
beginning is a type of correction. SBAS has become so good in the last 
few years, that we don’t feel post-processing is necessary in all areas. 
Because of the issues with waiting on files to be processed and the cost 
involved in doing so, we have not pursued even allowing the Asteri 
receiver line to be post-processed as of today. However, that does not 
alleviate the need to have your data corrected. With the Asteri X2, we 
have two methods of correction. 1) SBAS, this requires the user to wait 
for SBAS correction before collection begins. It took under 2 minutes to 
acquire SBAS in the beginning of this sample, and the receivers 
maintained SBAS through 100% of the project. 2) RTK Network through 
NTRIP. The purpose of this project was to show a comparison of SBAS 
with different receivers. We would like to do a supplement to this 
analysis that shows an X2 with RTK applied, as well as the application of 
an external antenna and pole or backpack. The true value to the X2 is 
its ability to apply RTK corrections and get down to 1cm accuracies with 
RTK (without that accuracy being throttled by software and licensing). 
We highly recommend supplementing an RTK correction with every X2 
device.

2) The X2 cannot pick up SBAS on cloudy days:
2 Answer) This again is not true. This test shows that a cloudy day has 
no affect on SBAS or on GNSS collection. However, the wet hardwood 
canopy and ultimate placement of the antenna on a wet day does! It is 
critical to allow SBAS to acquire in the clear (just as it is with the 
Geo7x) for several minutes before beginning data collection. If a user 
“jumps” out of a vehicle and begins data collection the receiver will 
likely have a poor lock on satellites and the data quality will be reduced. 
This is not an Asteri specific trait, but is a universal GNSS trait.

3) The X2 will not acquire satellites in areas where there is no 
cellphone reception or areas where a Geo2008 will:

3 Answer) I believe we showed very clearly this is not true. The Asteri 
X2 is actually based on the same receiver board technology as the 
Geo7x (Trimble Maxwell™ 6 (up to 220 channels). It will outperform any 
older GPS only technology. I believe there is a confusion between the 
GNSS technology and the data collection tool. While the X2 will not 
require internet lock to maintain the SBAS correction, it will require 
internet for an RTK correction. Further, if it is being utilized on the 
UtiliPad collection platform, there may be performance issues with the 
collection screen in areas of poor data coverage…
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Section IV Cont.:
Asteri Comments or Concerns Addressed:

3 Answer Cont.) To give users a good background reference in the new iOS 
collection environment, we incorporated a Google Map overlay. Due to the 
restrictions of how that Google Map has to be implemented in an application, 
we are forced to draw the Google Map first, and then draw any data over it. 
(This includes the current position icon). For this reason, if you are in a poor 
data coverage area, where the Google Map has not already been cached, it 
may “appear” that the X2 is not tracking on the map. The reality is, the X2 is 
tracking fine, it is the map that is trying unsuccessfully to draw. The solution 
to this is very easy: 1) Ignore the map, and collect a position anyway. You 
should be able to review your accuracy on the collection screen to make sure 
you have the proper accuracy. 2) Simply turn the background “off” or to None 
in those regions. It is a great reference, but is not necessary for collection.
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Immediately with no

Map Layer.
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Section IV Cont.:

4) Asteri X2 won’t track at all after exiting a vehicle. 
4 Answer) We have already addressed that it is a bad idea to 

immediately start collection after exiting a vehicle. However, I think this next 
item is also a point of confusion. Because the Asteri is a GNSS receiver only, 
and does not have the integrated data logger… We are reliant upon Bluetooth 
connectivity to display a position on the iOS device. UtiliPad connects to the 
Asteri receiver on (2) occasions: 1) When you first open a job. That is why 
you want Asteri on before you open any job in UtiliPad. 2) When you switch 
from integrated services to Asteri. If it “appears” that Asteri is not picking up 
any satellites, you should quickly look at the top right of your screen to see if 
it is connected to a Bluetooth device. If it is not, quickly click the integrated 
services switch on and then off again under settings. This will tell UtiliPad to 
look for the Asteri again. Within 4-5 seconds UtiliPad should be reconnected to 
the Asetri!
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Notice No Bluetooth
Icon!

Turn Integrated Services
On and then Off Quickly

Bluetooth Reconnects,
Icon and Accuracy Update



Section IV Cont.:

5) Asteri X2 is seems much slower than Geo when collecting Stations
5 Answer) This final question/comment has more to do with software 
than with the receiver technology (as we have already seen). With 
MobileStaker on Windows Mobile, we created a “Streaming” stations 
feature where underground “Stations” were dropped automatically on a 
time interval as the user walked. We did this, because the Windows 
Mobile screen was so slow to respond, that collecting a single location 
could take 30-60 seconds. With UtiliPad and an Asteri, collecting a 
location takes as little as 1 second. We intentionally left the streaming 
station feature out of UtiliPad, because we think manually dropping a 
location is more accurate and will create better data collection.

The collection of the Geo7 was done in “Streaming” mode, while the 
Asteri X3 data was collected using the new “location” feature. Both 
datasets were collected simultaneously and took the exact same amount 
of time to collect. However, you can see on the corners that manually 
placing a point allows for a more accurate location (and a better profile 
of the corner). Further, by forcing the user to select the location icon, 
they are forced to review their accuracy before saving, hopefully 
allowing them “Not” to collect points that are out of the desired 
tolerance. While this was intentionally removed, we will evaluate adding 
the feature in later this year, based on user demand.
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Appendix – Area 1

We mentioned previously that the real strength to the X2 product is its ability 
to apply an RTK and DGPS correction to the positions in the field (on top of 
SBAS). This gives an alternate source of correction in really tough SBAS 
regions. Below is the result of the X2 with an external antenna and a Single 
Baseline RTK correction applied through NTRIP. Just as we saw before, the 
points fall within 1-2 feet of all of the other collections in the light multipath 
region. It is still useful to note that even though the canopy was very light, 
that while we were in motion the Estimated Accuracy ranged from 30-50 cm. 
It did not achieve 1cm accuracy until after we moved to a perfectly clear view 
and remained stationary for about 1 minute.

40 cm

37 cm

1.7 cm
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Appendix – Area 2 (Moderate)

Postions for Asteri X3, Geo7 and Asteri X2 with RTK correction all fall within 1 
meter of each other… Asteri X2 (is now arguably the most accurate position). 
Because of the canopy, the status of the GNSS now floats between “Green” 
and “Yellow” icon in UtiliPad or a “RTK” and “DGPS” position. This is due to the 
loss of Carrier lock around tree canopy. The important thing to note, is that 
having that alternate correction source allowed the accuracy to stay sub-
meter the entire time! The worst accuracy experienced with the X2 in this 
area was 79cm. 
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Appendix – Area 3 (Severe)

Postions for Asteri X3, Geo7 and Asteri X2 with RTK correction now vary 
slightly from each other, but are still staying within a 3-5 foot distance of each 
other. This is on the higher end of a sub-meter result, but are not unexpected 
for the severe Multi-Path environment. The noticeable exception being the 7x 
points collected at the tail end of the north line. 

The interesting thing is the quality of the X2 data now. Estimated Horizontal 
accuracy is still within the 1 meter range, with a worst accuracy of 1.2 meters. 
It is very clear from these results that the ability to apply an NTRIP correction 
to the data helps even in severe conditions.


